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I. Abstract/Introduction
The song “Clear or Cloudy” by John Dowland was originally published in 1600, in Dowland’s Second
Book of Songs or Ayres. The piece as originally published is a lutesong, with the lute intended as vocal
accompaniment.
During the late period, the five-course guitar (guitarra spagnola) was gaining popularity. There are a
handful of lute-style (plucked) pieces for the five-course instrument from the mid-1500s, but towards
the end of the SCA period, we begin to see alfabeto-style (strummed chords) music for the guitar
(manuscript and print, in addition to a Amat’s chord treatise of 1597). While the five-course guitar was
gaining popularity in Spain and Italy, and would eventually replace the vihuela, John Dowland was
composing lute music in France and England.
My interest in both Dowland’s music and the five-course guitar naturally led me to hypothesize how a
Spanish ambassador to England or France might have handled Dowland’s music on their five-course
guitar (assuming they left their vihuela in Spain). So, I set out to arrange some of Dowland’s lutesongs
in a manner that a Spaniard accustomed to playing alfabeto chords on their guitar might have played
them in our period. Here, I will document my five-course guitar alfabeto arrangement of the Dowland
lutesong, “Clear or Cloudy.”
When performing the piece, I often play the accompaniment on a classical guitar. For this particular
performance, however, I will perform the piece on the instrument for which I arranged it, a
reproduction five-course guitar. While I do not feel that performing the piece on the period
reproduction instrument actually improves the performance, it is my hope that using the instrument
(which is inferior to the modern guitar in many ways) will help set the mood for what I believe to be a
performance that could have occurred in period.

II. The original lutesong
“Clear or Cloudy” was originally published in John Dowland’s Second Book of Songs in 1600 (Figure 1).
The Second Book is a collection of lutesongs – art songs written to lute accompaniment. The lute
accompaniment was written in French tablature. See Figure 2 below for a comparison of the French
tablature for the lute and modern standard notation. French tablature was the most common style of
tablature used by English and French lutenists and four-course guitarists during the SCA period.
Dowland, Morley, Le Roy, etc. all used French tablature in their compositions. In short, French
tablature uses letters, as opposed to numbers, to represent frets of the instrument. For example, the
letter “b” above the uppermost line of the lute tablature indicates that the performer should play the
first fret of the first string (the note “F” as played on a modern guitar). Note values were typically
halved for printing in French tablature, as shown in Figure 2. For a more thorough discussion of French
tablature, please refer to Tyler (1980) and Tyler and Sparks (2002).

Figure 1: Facsimile of “Clear or Cloudy” vocal and lute accompaniment from Dowland’s Second Book of Songs.
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Figure 2: a) Facsimile copy of first 3 measures of “Come Again” from J. Dowland (1597)
b) Lute accompaniment for first 3 measures of “Come Again” transcribed to standard notation

III. The Five-Course Guitar
The five-course guitar (also referred to as the Spanish guitar “chitarra/guitarra spagnola” and often
called “Baroque Guitar”) had five courses, or pairs, of strings. It is a direct descendent of the fourcourse guitar (“renaissance guitar”) and appears to have been developed in the mid-16th century (Tyler
1980, 1997, 2002). Both 4-course and 5-course guitars share the figure-eight shape of the Spanish
vihuela, and appear to have evolved from that instrument. The instrument referred to by Fuenllana in
1554 as a “vihuela de cinco ordenes” is very likely the five-course guitar, as the music he composed for
it was written for an instrument tuned to the same intervals as the guitar (different than the lute and
vihuela). The five-course instrument was (or, became) larger bodied than the four-course guitar, but
was still smaller bodied than the modern guitar. The five-course guitar was tuned to the same set of
intervals as the modern guitar (at least initially), with the 4th and 5th courses tuned as octave pairs
(Amat, 1596). The instrument was strung with gut strings and had tied gut frets. The printing of
Amat’s 5-course guitar treatise in 1596 indicates that the instrument was likely quite popular by the
late 1500s. The guitar seemed to largely replace the vihuela by the early 1600s. The earliest surviving

5-course guitar dates from 1581 (Royal College of Music, London) and has a vaulted back. A larger 5 –
course guitar with a flat back and built c. 1590 also survives is preserved at the Royal College of Music,
London (Tyler and Sparks 2002).

IV. Alfabeto
Alfabeto was an alternative to tablature, where various letters and symbols were used to represent
certain chords on the guitar. The letters used to depict alfabeto were in no way related to the modern
chord names, although the alfabeto chords themselves are equivalent to those played today on the
modern guitar (minus the 6th string). By the early 1600s, numerous alfabeto books were printed.
There are at least three surviving pre-1600 alfabeto manuscripts, including one, the Matheo Bezon MS
from 1599, with an alfabeto chart (Zuluaga, 2013).
The alfabeto chart in the Bezon manuscript (Figure 3) matches the printed chart contained in
Montesardo’s 1606 guitar book (Figure 4), except that the Bezon MS is missing some of Montesardo’s
chords. The chords that are included in Bezon MS, however, are identical to those in Montesardo.
Although Montesardo is just post-period (by 6 years), I believe the information contained in his
publication is pertinent to the SCA musician. Montesardo provides insight into how the guitar had
likely been played for some time. He does not invent a new alfabeto system, rather he devises a way
to depict rhythm patterns with the alfabeto notation. Figure 5 below shows an example of a galliard
from Montesardo, and the modern staff notation of the same piece. In addition to showing the chord
and strumming rhythm, Montesardo’s notation also tells the guitarist whether to use an upstroke or
downstroke when strumming (letters below the bar line in Fig. 5a are downstrokes, letters above the
line are upstrokes). In this system, rhythm is depicted by whether the letters are upper or lower case
(lower case chords are half the note value as upper case) and dots (similar to dotted notes in modern
notation). Montesardo’s system is not utilized by later alfabeto sources, as a more efficient system of
depicting rhythm evolved by the 1620s (see Figure 6 for an example), but his work is invaluable in
providing us with information on how the guitar was likely strummed in period. Modern staff notation
and tablature of Montesardo’s alfabeto chart is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 3: Alfabeto chart from the Bezon Manuscript (1599)

Figure 4: Alfabeto chart from Montesardo (1606)

a.

b
Figure 5: a. Galliard from Montesardo (1606)
b. chords and rhythm of 5a, in modern notation (from Dean, 2009)

Figure 6: Alfabeto solo from 1620 (B. Sanseverino). Typical of alfabeto in the later 1600s (postMontesardo)

Figure 7: Montesardo (1606) alfabeto chart, in modern staff notation and tablature.

V. The Arrangement
To derive the arrangement presented here, I initially studied the original lute accompaniment. My goal
was to produce an alfabeto (strummed chord-style) arrangement of the song, so I looked at the chords
within the original lute accompaniment and then transposed the original staff notation and chords to a
key more suitable for the five-course guitar (Figure 8). I attempted to use the rhythmic elements and
chord movement of the original Dowland piece as much as possible, while maintaining the typically
strict strumming patterns documented in extant alfabeto sources (e.g. Montesardo 1606, Figure 5).
This arrangement represents a best guess, based on the resources briefly mentioned above and others,

as to how this Dowland lutesong might have been played by a five-course guitarist in Period. The final
arrangement, along with modern staff notation for the chords, and alfabeto arrangement in
Montesardo’s notation, is included in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Comparison of lute accompaniment and alfabeto accompaniment for the first measure of
“Clear or Cloudy”
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Figure 9 a: Page 1 of “Clear or Cloudy” alfabeto arrangement
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Figure 9 b: Page 1 of “Clear or Cloudy” alfabeto arrangement

VI. Summary & Contact Information
“Clear or Cloudy” was published in Dowland’s Second Book of Songs in 1600. The alfabeto arrangement of
“Clear of Cloudy” presented in this documentation represents my interpretation of how a Dowland piece might
have been played on the five-course guitar, in period, by a capable musician who could read lute/vihuela
tablature in addition to playing the guitar (or at least, had a very good ear). I hope you enjoyed the
performance. If you would like to discuss further, I can be contacted at:

Johann von Solothurn (mka John Surber)
Johann_von_solothurn@yahoo.com
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Appendix A

Dowland’s 2nd Book of Songs: Cover and Complete Score for “Clear or Cloudy”

